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a great mistake, but then their glamour blinded you.   You
should see my glorious young Fascisti! "
This cleared the air. He talked forcibly, and at the end of
each sentence he snapped his jaw with a cruel and contemptuous
finality, looked away from me, tossed his head, closed his eyes;
and sat rigid, as though awaiting my turn
I would have preferred just to sit and watch him and not have
to talk, but as the occasion necessitated speech, why not try
something provocative and see if he would rise to it ? So I
referred to the awakening of the people and to the Bolshevik
ideal concerning it. He exploded:
" The people ? What does the word signify ? And what
are the people ? What is this vague herd that I hear about ?
I only recognize what I can touch, measure with my eye, bend—
he repeated the word several times, " plier" with an accom-
panying gesture to emphasize his meaning. He said it
as if it gave him the deepest satisfaction to force, to bend, to
break if necessary, people to his will. The masses always had,
he said, always would and always must be governed by a
strong minority. " Inequality and discipline, these are the
substitutes for equality and liberty. The people have been
deceived—le peuple a ett trompe—but we have started a new
world—in the future the people are to be told the truth (I thought
to myself, this is indeed a new era !) I tell them hard things.
I do not want their applause. They are stupid and dirty
and do not work enough. They are content with their little
cinema shows—they must not aspire to take part in the
political life of the nation. They must be taken care of and
their interests safeguarded, and their duty is to obey I"
" obey," he repeated fiercely, and looked at me with a
frown. I did not then understand that his pose was always to
intimidate. He aroused in me all the militant sensations
that had been slumbering so peacefully in the shade of my
independence.
" I cannot stand the word/' I said, remembering how I had
left it out of my marriage vows ! "And I cannot stand the way
you say it! "
A desire to dominate everyone and everything was
evident in his whole attitude; he probably shared the

